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Abstract As Internet of Things (IoT) becomes popular, the different approaches to
increasing their quality also do. One of the used paradigms to enhance these appli-
cations is fog computing. The fog intends to bring computational power closer to the
users (edge). This paradigm is known to mitigate costs and energy consumption and
also to benefit location-aware applications. As fog environments can cover small to
medium areas, these can be used to increase location awareness. To make it possible,
researchers have used cluster computing. However, in new scenarios, cluster forma-
tion can be a challenge since when manually set, geographical-location parameters
can not be interpreted correctly. In this manner, this paper aimed to promote a clus-
ter formation algorithm based on these geographical parameters. To evaluate our
proposal, we compared our approach to the original using the standardized EUA
dataset through iFogSim v2. The proposed algorithm was capable of creating clus-
ters based on accepted node range and maximum nodes per cluster, even though it
had lower performance.
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1 Introduction

Within four years, the global IoT market will reach more than one trillion dollars [5].
To minimize costs, service providers have been enhancing quality of service along-
side service level agreements. Among applications made possible by IoT, there are
location systems, which, addressing tags to their assets have been capable of under-
standing their behaviors [12], [10]. Although some of them utilize target Veicular
Ad Hoc Networks (VANETS) [14] they can also be implemented in smaller sur-
roundings [6].

Location systems heavily rely on mobility patterns, which involve a set of vari-
ables like speed, direction and orientation [4]. These systems have been used not
only to track assets but also in transportation systems [11]. To take a closer look
into these applications, fog based architectures have been used, since they can pro-
cess, compute and deliver information within the network, costing considerably less
than cloud-only approaches [3].

When it comes to an area, clusters, can be organized as regions, or even rooms
in indoor systems, at the edge, in such way it is given more control and location
awareness of the services and the users. However, clusters tend to be formed manu-
ally by the stakeholders carrying out some tendencies towards one or multiple areas.
Therefore, our work aim to answer if is it possible to organize clusters based on
geographical and location parameters. This way, this paper carries the following
contributions: (i) an implemented algorithm to set up clusters using geographical
parameters, (ii) a customized dataset of user mobility based on EUA dataset.

The structure of this paper is as follows: section 2 provides an overview of the
related work about clustering formation algorithms, section 3 the proposed experi-
ment with further details about the algorithm proposed, the simulated environment
and the datasets, by the section 4, the reader can find the evaluation and analysis of
the generated vs the original clusters and finally section 5 arranges the conclusions
and future work.

2 Related Works

In this section, we present an overview of the related work, aiming location-based al-
gorithms. Table 1 presents a comparison regarding the network used, type of client,
type of algorithm, when it comes to its dynamicity and formation, and finally if the
scenario is or not urban.

In [1], the authors presented an algorithm for clustering the wireless mobile ad-
hoc networks (MANET) considering the network mobility characteristics. As pro-
posal, it is presented a learning automata-based weighted cluster formation algo-
rithm called MCFA in which the mobility parameters of the hosts are assumed to
be random variables with unknown distributions. Using information received from
its neighbors, MCFA was superior to the other presented mobility-based clustering
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algorithms in terms of the number of clusters, cluster lifetime, reaffiliation rate, and
control message overhead.

Communication within clusters, has also been studied. Paper [9] was capable
of reducing delay that energy sustainability could be accomplished through im-
plementing a clustering algorithm on the intra-distance inter-distance between the
CH and nodes. The authors developed an improved IoT-Wireless Sensor Network
(WSN) model and a modified Rider Optimization Algorithm (ROA). The evaluation
was based on alive nodes and normalized energy.

Still into green computing, the authors in [15] proposed an algorithm to miti-
gate the large number of energy voids or hotspots in WSNs, called Energy-efficient
Cross-layer-sensing Clustering Method (ECCM) using fog computing. The algo-
rithm is capable of electing a group of optimal nodes as the cluster heads, with-
out cost competition overhead, therefore effectively reducing and and balancing the
ecosystem.

A multi-head clustering algorithm that utilizes mobility-based metrics to form
clusters in a vehicular network (VANET) was proposed in [14]. In this paper, the
algorithm assumes that each vehicle can be a member of multiple clusters, thus cre-
ating stable clusters that are robust in this environment. The performance evaluation
is based on metrics regarding the clusters’ lifetime. Positive differences were noted
when it came to cluster stability and size.

Highly dynamic scenarios like urban scenarios can also benefit from cluster com-
puting. The paper [11] develops a mobility-based algorithm for VANETS, using
vehicle’s moving direction, relative position and link lifetime estimation.

Internet of Things is another environment that has been an application to clus-
tered systems. Using the fog paradigm, the authors in [7] used the concept of feder-
ated fogs along with Genetic Algorithm and Machine Learning models. As matter of
subject, this paper targeted quality of service and time-sensitive applications which
showed notable improvement in some QoS requirements.

Our proposal differs from the others mainly because it relies on geographical
data regarding the fog resources. Also, the mobile agent in our case are smartphones
carried by people connected to an IoT-Fog location based system, instead of vehicles
in VANETs.

Table 1: Comparison of the proposed to the related works

MANET VANET User-walk Fog Adaptive
clusters

Location-
based
formation

Urban
scenario

[1] X X X X
[2] X X X X
[8] X X
[11] X X X X
[14] X X X X
[15] X X
Our proposal X X X X
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3 Experimentation setup

In this section, details about the architecture, application and the algorithm is pre-
sented, in addition to all the fundamental elements. The experiment is entirely avail-
able 1.

3.1 Algorithm

We developed an algorithm that creates clusters based on accepted node range
(ANR) and maximum nodes per cluster (MAX). As input, the user can provide a
.csv file based on EUA dataset. If the user does not provide these vales, by default,
the algorithm automatically calculates them. The Algorithm 1 presents a pseudo-
code perspective of our proposal.

The maximum number of nodes per cluster is defined as the area divided by the
number of nodes and the range, the area divided by the number of meters per node.
The algorithm is divided in two steps: formation and optimization.

In the formation step, for each node presented in the .csv file, the location of the
current node is compared to the next based on the ANR. If this comparison is true,
the next node is assigned to the current’s node cluster. If the group already have
reached the MAX, a new set of cluster is created.

As for the optimization part, nodes unassigned are ignored as well as the clusters
formed by only one node, since for each cluster, it is needed one orchestrator node
(proxy) and at least one other computing node (gateway). Then, for each cluster,
the first node is defined as proxy. At the end of the optimization step, the algorithm
finally links the selected group with their respective coordinates, therefore providing
the .csv file. This last part is not presented in Alg 1 for the sake of simplicity.

3.1.1 Limitations

As mentioned before, our algorithm organizes clusters based on a range (for each
node), calculated automatically and omits clusters with less than two nodes, mean-
ing that there can be places that even though the whole area is covered, the closest
node can be locally far. By the simulator default behavior, if the users’ distance is
greater than the ANR, the user will still be connected to the closest cluster.

Another limitation is the fact that the entire calculation depends on the user input,
that is the algorithm does not support individual suggestion of locations for each
node presented. In this way, testing clusters would turn to be a careful process.

1 https://github.com/vyk1/cluster-formation
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Algorithm 1: Proposed cluster formation algorithm
Input : Array containing fog coordinates
Output: Array containing fog coordinates and regions

metersPerNode ← AREA/nodes;
range ← AREA/metersPerNode;
maxNodesPerCluster ← nodes/metersPerNode;
clusters ← null;
{FORMATION}
for node in nodes do

if clusters.size() is null then
adds node to clusters and sets responsible as 0

else
if responsible is null then

tries to get responsible for node and breaks
end if
if responsible is still null then

adds node to clusters
sets responsible as clusters.size() - 1
adds node to added array

end if
end if
for node in nodes do

if nextNode is equal to current then
continue;

end if
if added contains current then

continue;
end if
if the size of clusters[responsible] is less or equal to the maxNodesPerCluster then

if distance between current and nextNode is within range then
adds nextNode to clusters[responsible]
adds nextNode to added array

end if
else

if distance between current and nextNode is within range then
adds node and nextNode to clusters with node as responsible
adds node and nextNode to added array

end if
end if

end for
end for
{OPTIMIZATION}
for responsible in clusters do

if the size of clusters[responsible] has more than one node then
adds group to selected array

end if
end for
return selected
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3.2 Environment

Using the iFogSim v2 simulator [13] and the EUA dataset 2 with predefined edge
resources (fog nodes) locations, the testing environment uses two sets of variables:
user related and node-related. User-related variables were regarding to their interac-
tions, which means their walking path during the simulation. In our case, the nodes’
variable were only related to their region (predefined), as all fog nodes had the same
computing power such as RAM, MIPS, uplink and downlink.

The clusters generated by the proposed algorithm were compared to the de-
fault clusters provided by the EUA dataset. To compare the performance of each,
there were used two different datasets: directional and randomized. In the first, each
user had a different waypoint following a ”walk-logic”, which means that each user
trailed the street directions. However the randomized dataset was generated by the
simulator from one waypoint, placing locations in anyway within a preordained
maximum distance. In this dataset, there were sets of one, five, ten, fifteen and
twenty users. As for the directional, one, five, ten and fifty.

Consider the users’ smartphones are connected to the LAN, which provides a
location-based system. As shown in Fig. 1, for the sake of simplicity, we used the
basic 3-step task: request-process-respond. The storage module is the part that needs
connection to the cloud. The entire experiment is available 3.

Fig. 1: Application modules

The architecture here presented follows the 3-tiered cloud-fog-edge model. On
the bottom of the architecture, the users, using their smartphones are connected to
the network environment. These users send their raw location data based on the
nearest Wi-Fi waypoint to the fog. In the fog-layer, the processing happens inside
the cluster in which the user is connected. By the end of processing, the data is sent
back to the edge, so that data is displayed to the user in the app and to the cloud
(0-tier) for storing.

2 https://github.com/swinedge/eua-dataset
3 https://github.com/vyk1/cluster-formation
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4 Evaluation Results

The Fig. 3 displays the original EUA dataset for edge resources and Fig 2 shows the
clusters suggested by the algorithm. The yellow markers represent the proxies, and
therefore the number of regions; the grey the cloud abstract representation and the
dark blue the gateways.

Fig. 2: original clusters

Fig. 3: Generated clusters

The configurations were: the original EUA dataset (original), using 12 regions
and the generated clusters (generated) by the proposed algorithm, which covered
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28 regions. We ran each configuration 10 times to ensure the ALD using standard
deviation.

To evaluate the configurations we used application loop delay (ALD), migration
time (MT) and network usage, which are:

ALD expresses the performance time overall
MT migration performance and specifically delayed by the application modules,

triggered by mobility induced (user)
NU indicates how much bandwidth the architecture used

These users’ interactions were experimented using two different datasets, as it
follows.

4.1 Randomized Dataset

As in the random-walk dataset the users always started in the same point, their inter-
actions were concentrated in southern regions. Comparing the original and gener-
ated datasets, both had a similar ALD performance, since these fog nodes also were
fairly near each other, as shown in Fig. 4. For the 50 users random experiment, we
generated an excluive dataset.

Fig. 4: ALD in original and generated clusters using randomized dataset vs number
of users
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In the process of creating more clusters in comparison to the original, it is possi-
ble to note that for the generated clusters, the migration time was also greater, Fig.
5.

Fig. 5: MT in original and generated clusters using randomized dataset vs number
of users

4.2 Directional Dataset

The directional dataset aimed to be more realistic, since the users start from any
direction and follow a logic. Even though the original clusters had a better overall
performance, it is possible to observe a consistent relation between the ALD and its
standard deviation for both datasets. However, the high ALD is a direct consequence
for the elevated number of small clusters, Fig. 6.

On the subject of MT, Fig 7, both datasets presented an almost identical perfor-
mance. This demonstrates how the aspect of speed can impact the application, once
in this dataset each interaction was closer to each other and users moved slower than
the randomized dataset.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

As location based systems heavily depend on mobility aspects, region-based ap-
proaches can enhance these applications increasing quality of service and reducing
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Fig. 6: ALD in original and generated clusters using directional dataset vs number
of users

Fig. 7: MT in original and generated clusters using directional dataset vs number of
users
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computational and financial costs. This way, this study presented an algorithm that
can help defining clusters through geographical parameters, such as the location
data, range and area. Although the clusters generated did not have a better outcome
to all cases, the performance was similar. And for other studies can be used to any
other fog node locations, since it is already integrated in the simulator.

As results it was possible to compare the performance of both generated and orig-
inal clusters. Even with twice the number of clusters, the generated one was capable
of handling the tasks, without doubling the amount of computational resources.

For future work, a possibility to the creation of the large number of clusters is to
join them depending on a threshold, like range in meters and/or the number of fog
nodes in the cluster, reducing the number of clusters. Also, it would be possible to
add a weight feature, for example, based on previous datasets, the algorithm could
be enhanced to prioritize regions and therefore expanding certain clusters.
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